Introduction
Understanding and controlling adhesive properties of interfaces is of key importance in a range of applications: stabilization of colloid dispersions [1] , controlled aggregation of nanoparticles [2] , design of antibacterial coatings [3] , etc. Tethering macromolecules to interfaces and formation of polymer brushes allows for effective tuning of physical/chemical properties of substrates [4] . For example, a decoration of the sliding surface in artificial joint by biocompatible polymer improves the lubrication in the prosthesis [5] . Modification of surface by tethered branched macromolecules allows to expose the functional groups at the ends of branches to solution in a controlled manner [6] . Natural brush-like structures of branched biopolymers are found on epithelial and microbial cell surfaces [7] [8] [9] .
The existing theoretical studies focus mostly on brushes of nonionic branched macromolecules with the same architecture and same lengths of spacers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Recently, some progress has been achieved in understanding the organization of charged dendron brushes [19] and also of nonionic brushes formed by -shaped macromolecules (starlike polymers) with different lengths of the branches. The -shaped macromolecules constitute root-tethered dendrons of the first generation g=1. The equilibrium features of the brush formed by -shaped macromolecules (its thickness, polymer density profile, elastic response to compression, etc.) are fully specified by the self-consistent molecular potential U(z) acting at the monomers at distance z from the grafting surface. It was demonstrated that the molecular potential U(z) arising in the brushes of -shaped macromolecules has the parabolic shape inherent for brushes of linear chains, but contains a parameter k which depends on specific architecture of the dendron [11] . If the parameter k is found, and the molecular potential U(z) is specified, calculation of all other characteristics of the -brush is straightforward [11] .
In this paper we extend the theoretical analysis to brushes formed by more complex macromoleculesroot-tethered dendrons of the second and third generations and formulate analytical equations for k as a function of the dendron architectural parameters. After solving these equations and following the lines in refs [11] and [18] , one could specify the properties of brushes formed by these specifically branched macromolecules.
Model and Results
Consider a dendron of the second generation ( = 2 g ) that comprises of a stem with number of monomers 0 >> 1 n , 1 1 q  branches of the first generation with number of monomers 1 >> 1 n each, and 2 1 q  branches of the second generation with number of monomers 2 >> 1 n , emanating from each of 1 q branching points, see schematic in figure. The total number of monomers in the macromolecule is
The spacers of dendron (the stem and all the branches) are flexible with Kuhn segment length on the same order of magnitude as the monomer size a. The dendrons are tethered to inert planar surface by terminal monomer of the stem with grafting density  (which is the number of chains per unit area). The short-range interactions between monomers are repulsive which corresponds to good solvent conditions.
When grafting density  is high enough to insure the predominance of intermolecular repulsions over the intramolecular ones, the dendrons form a polymer brush with preferential elongation of the branches normally to the surface (in the z-direction). We focus here on the grafting densities at which all the spacers (including stem of dendrons) exhibit the linear (Gaussian) elasticity. That is, the entropic elastic force arising in an elongated spacer is proportional to its extension (end-to-end distance). Under the conditions of Gaussian chain elasticity, the selfconsistent molecular potential ( ) U z acting in the brush is given by [11] .
where H is the brush thickness (cut-off of the polymer density profile), k is the parameter dependent on the dendron architecture, and B k T is the thermal energy.
When the stem and the branches are noticeably extended with respect to their Gaussian sizes ( a n ) but are still far from their full extension ( an ), the conformations of macromolecules can be described by the socalled trajectories that specify the most probable height ( ) z j of monomer with ranking number j . The stretching function ( ) E z = ( )/ dz j dj specifies local elongation of the trajectory. It is linked to the local (normal) elastic force P(z) in an elongated spacer as
Based on earlier findings, [11] the stretching function 2 E of the free branches in generation = 2 g of a dendron in the self-consistent parabolic potential ( ) U z can be presented as
where 2 z is the position of the end segment of branch, and 1 z is the position of branching points of second generation (see right schematic in figure). Equation (2) = /cos( z z kn ), and
The stretching function 0 E of the stem yields
where 0 λ is the unknown constant. By using normalization condition for the stem, 
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Similarly, the stretching function 1 E of the branches in the first generation yields ( , ) E z z specified by equation (5) gives
In the linear elasticity regime, the balance of elastic normal forces at the branching point of a dendron is equivalent to the balance of the stretching functions. That is, at the branching points of the first generation, 
Similarly to equation (7), at each branching point of the second generation balance of the elastic forces yields 
We now have two equations, (10) and (8) , to specify three unknown variables: 1 z , 0 z , and k . However, due to the proportionality between 1 z and 0 z (which holds only in the linear elasticity regime) these two equations are sufficient to find k . By using equation (10) in equation (8), and after some re-arrangements we formulate the final equation for parameter k ,
Discussion
Brush of root-tethered dendrons of second generation (g = 2). Equation (11) relates the parameter k in the molecular potential ( ) U z to architectural parameters 0 n , 1 2 , n n , 1 q and 2 q of a dendron of the second generation ( = 2 g ) with total number of monomers ), and total degree of polymerization = ( 1) N q n  , equation (12) 1 2 n n  monomers each), equation (11) 
In the case of equal branching functionality in both generations of the dendron, 1 2 = =, the parameter k is given by
In the case of = 1 q (a linear chain with number of monomers = 3 N n), equation (15) provides the value of k in the brush of linear chains [11] , = 3) . Following the same lines as described above for dendrons of the second generation = 2 g (i.e., by using normalization conditions for stem and all spacers, and implementing force balance in all branching points of the macromolecule), one can formulate an expression for parameter k in the molecular potential ( ) U z acting in a brush of symmetric root-tethered dendrons of the third generation ( = 3 g ). When spacers in all generations of dendron have the same length ( , and the value of parameter k is given by
Brush of root-tethered dendrons of third generation (g
In the case of = 1 q (a linear chain with number of monomers = 4 N n), equation (16) , and the brush thickness H is given by [17] .
By using equations (13), (15), (16) , and (17) we can compare thicknesses of the brushes formed by symmetric dendrons with the same total molecular weight N , but different numbers of generations, = q larger than that of the brush formed by dendrons of the third generation ( = 3 g
). These asymptotic results are consistent with earlier predictions formulated in ref [17] for boxlike model with value of exponent .
Conclusions
In this study we formulate an analytical self-consistent field (scf) theory of polymer brushes formed by root-tethered flexible dendrons of the second generation with arbitrary length of spacers and branching functionalities. We consider also brushes of symmetric dendrons of the third generation and compare the predictions of the developed scf theory with the results of boxlike scaling model [17] . We demonstrate that the results of scf theory are consistent with the predictions of boxlike model in the limit of high branching functionalities >> 1 q . For moderate values of 1 q  , deviations in values of  from = 1 are expected. The formulated expressions for parameter k and self-consistent field molecular potential ( ) U z in equation (1) are applicable not only to dendrons root-tethered to planar substrates, but also to concave (cylindrical and spherical) brushes, and colloidal convex brushes (dendron-decorated collodal particles with radius >> R H ). Moreover, equations (11)- (16) remain valid in a much wider range of conditions than considered in this paper. In particular, they hold in solvents with varying thermodynamic quality (including solvent-free melted brushes), and in both nonionic and charged systems provided that tethered macromolecules remain in the linear elasticity regime of stretching.
